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1
Ms. Shanmukhi, 4th 

year student

My experience at K L University has truly been a remarkable

one. It helps the students to enhance academic and interpersonal

skills. The Faculty are really helpful and they work hard for all

the students to get placed in various companies. Project based

labs are really helpful in gaining knowledge. Workshops and

Internships provided by the University increased our industrial

exposure. I am very grateful to the university for providing us

the best of placement opportunities and finally I got placed in

Infosys.

2
Shubham Mohindru , 

4th year student

B.Tech Final Year, ME, placed in TCS, Wipro, Infosys, and

Amazon. Constant support from the Placement Team, Active-

Learning methods adopted by Faculty followed by the futuristic

approach of respected HoD sir paved the way to my success.

Life at KL has been a beautiful journey to cherish .

3

Umashanker 

Chinthakindi 

Principal Engineer 

Haldor Topsoe A/S- 

Denmark

Deciding to study in KL university was one of the best decisions

I have made so far in my life. Before joining I selected this

college based on the number of qualified staff and facilities and

my expectations were met during my studies . 

4

S. S. Subramanya 

Sastry, Director 

Projects (Renprotech 

Soln. Pvt. Ltd.)

I was a part of the Yantrik festival conducted at KL University

during Feb 2020. I was very much impressed with the way the

function was organized. I had personal interaction with students

and faculty on various topics of academic interest and industry.

It was a very interesting and heartening discussion. I am sure this

is one of the most happening colleges not only in Vijayawada

but in all the surrounding region. I wish the management of KLU 

a very bright future ahead.

5
S. N. Murthy, 4th 

year Student

 presently studying B. Tech Final Year, ME, placed in TCS and

Wipro. I would like to extend my thanks to the Placement Team

and Faculty for guiding me towards success. Timely knowledge

of the placement team, and teaching methods of the faculty have

been extensively fruitful. Also, the continuous training provided

by the respected HoD sir helped to develop my communication

skills. 

6
Ruvva Jugal Kishore, 

4th year student

 presently studying B.Tech Final Year, ME, placed in TCS,

Infosys, and CTS. I would like to thank HoD sir, the placement

team and my project guide for guiding me through a great

project in the final year. My strategy has always been focusing

on the present need of the industry and developing my skills

accordingly. 
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